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INTRODUCTION
VeneCAD is dedicated to the assurance of quality and opportunity in all services and
products they create. This guide will explain the requirements and minimal demands
that VeneCAD establishes for 2-dimensional design of architectural plans and the 3dimensional models for home construction in the United States. Architectural 2-D plans
that we offer are established for seven (7) drawings or technical plans as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Floor Plan
Roof Plan
Elevations Plan
Electrical Plan
Plumbing Locations Plan
Form board Plan
Site Plan

2D drawings are made through software for computer-assisted technical drawings.
With these drawings, practical arrangements are made in PDF format for delivery to the
customer: COVER, FLOOR, ELEVATIONS, ROOF, ELECTRICAL, PLUMBING
LOCATION, FORM BOARD AND SITE. These PDF formats are made to scale and can
be printed in size C (24 "x 18") and size D (24 "x 36"). They are compatible with
international codes.
We also offer a 3D modeling service. From an image, sketch, logo, or vector, we
take care of giving volume to the house until delivering the result in CAD or image
format. If required, we can supply the different perspective views of the house in image
(JPG or PNG) or vector (DXF, PDF or SVG) format. If the priority is to highlight the
building, the 3D modeling service is most recommended. We model our products in 3D
to have as many angles and positions as desired. Through a 3D model it is possible to
control sizes, lighting and positions guaranteeing a professional presentation. The 3D
model is constructed from data that mixes: Lighting, textures, and angles in the size that
the client requests.
In general, the VeneCAD operating premises ensure that any activity or task must be
done in accordance with the rules and procedures that the company has established
and that it refers to the international regulatory environment. If there is no specific
regulation, it is designed according to the accepted architecture and engineering
practice. The specifications and technical procedures for the design of residences are
detailed in the manuals and technical standards of VeneCAD. This is a summary guide
for guidance on the products and services offered by the company.
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REGULATION AND TECHNICAL REFERENCE

Our plans are offered and accepted in the North American market for the design of
residential wooden houses. That is why the Set of Plans is compatible with all
International Codes (I-Codes) published by the International Code Council (ICC),
including:
1. International Building Code
2. International Energy Conservation
3. International Existing Building Code
4. International Fire Code
5. International Fuel Gas Code
6. International Green Construction Code
7. International Mechanical Code
8. International Plumbing Code
9. International Private Sewage Disposal Code
10. International Property Maintenance Code
11. International Swimming Pool and Spa Code
12. International Wildland-Urban Interface Code
13. International Zoning Code
14. International Code Council Performance Code
15. International Residential Code (IRC)
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I-Codes are used internationally in various ways in the public and private sectors. Most
industry professionals are familiar with I-Codes as the basis of laws and regulations in
US communities and in other countries.
The last code on the list, the International Residential Code (IRC), is the one that
establishes the minimum requirements for one or two-family homes and its provisions or
prescriptions are used in a mandatory manner in the US, therefore it is taken as
regulatory reference in the preparation of all VeneCAD plans for the design of
residential wooden houses for that nation.
In the case of designs for construction or remodeling of public use areas or common
areas (housing developments, shopping centers, transportation facilities, commercial
establishments, recreation sites, public roads, etc.); This guide also considers the
design standards issued under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) by the
Department of Justice and the Department of Transportation that are used to ensure
access for people with disabilities to any common built environment. Most facilities in
the US public and private sectors are covered by the ADA. The public sector includes all
government facilities or operated by the government.
In the private sector, ADA housing coverage is limited to places of public
accommodation (such as social service establishments or education buildings).
Although private residential housing is not covered by the ADA, many owners,
designers (such as VeneCAD, at the client's request) and builders prefer to be subject
to ADA and its accessibility requirements to ensure that the dimensions, spaces and
other elements of the home allow mobility and use by any person with disabilities.
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SCOPE
This guide contains the minimum requirements for VeneCAD’s design of plans for
the construction or remodeling of single-family homes and bi-family dwellings
(duplexes). All buildings within the scope of this guide are limited to a maximum of three
(3) levels. The VeneCAD blueprint set contains coverage for all components of a house,
including structural components, chimneys, thermal insulation, mechanical systems, fuel
gas systems, plumbing and electrical systems, as well as the plan of the relative
location of the house.
SET OF PLANS
1. Floor Plan
2. Elevations Plan
3. Roof Plan
4. Electrical Plan
5. Plumbing Locations Plan
6. Form board Plan
7. Site Plan
1. FLOOR PLAN
In architecture, the Floor Plan is a technical drawing that represents, in orthogonal
and scale projection, a horizontal section of a building; that is, the figure that forms the
walls and partitions at a certain height. The Architecture Floor Plan shows the interior
divisions of the building—the doors, windows, and stairs. These plans are bounded and
also show the surface of each enclosure. (see example Fig. 1)

Figure 1 FLOOR PLAN
2020
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The elaboration of this plan from VeneCAD considers the “Design Criteria” established
in Section R301 (Design Criteria) of Chapter 3 (Building Planning) of the International
Residential Code (IRC).
The private residential dwelling is not subject to the Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA), however the residential housing plans from VeneCAD also consider the design
standards issued under that Act in order to provide a more comfortable design for
people with reduced abilities. This way, in the plans, the access and mobility functions
required by the ADA Standards can be included in our designs at the client's request,
especially those referred to in the following table.
Ref.
305

Title
Clear Floor or
Ground Space and
Turning Space

Scope
Free spaces in accessible items, accessories and controls so that people with disabilities,
including those who use wheelchairs, can approach and use them. The maneuvering space to
turn the wheelchair is also addressed.

204

Protruding Objects

Para evitar riesgos para las personas con discapacidad visual, los estándares limitan la
proyección de objetos en caminos de circulación

307.4

Vertical Clearance

A free height of at least 80 ”in height is required along all roads (except for doors where it is
allowed in a minimum free space of 78)
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303.4

504/505

Accessible
Entrances

It is required for residential housing units, to provide access to a main entrance for greater
usability and convenience

Ramps and Curb
Ramps

Sidewalk ramps and ramps are required along accessible routes to cover changes at the level
greater than ½

General Site and
Building Elements;
Handrails

Handrails are required on both sides of the stairs and must be continuous within the total length
of each flight of stairs. The requirements for the stairs address the steps and elevators, surfaces,
ribs and handrails.

Parking Spaces
208
211

Plumbing Elements
and Facilities

The requirements for accessible parking spaces address the size and access aisles, surfaces,
vertical clearance, identification and connection of access paths to the home.
All toilets and bathrooms provided must also be accessible to people with disabilities

Table 1. Law for Americans with Disabilities (ADA): aspects that would be
included in the Floor Plan
1.1 Design of Exterior and Interior Wooden Walls
The architectural design of exterior walls from VeneCAD is based on a wooden
structure (skeleton) that includes the components indicated in Figure 2. The Floor Plan
includes a wall detail that, in addition to the structural components of wood, describes
the basic components of a typical exterior wall
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Figure. 2 Typical structural components of wooden wall
1. Cripple 2. Window header 3. Top plate 4. Window sill 5. Stud 6. Bottom plate

Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6 show details of a sectioned wall, for typical designs of one or two
levels, with brick cladding (brick veneer wall section) and siding (vinyl/wood).

Figure 3. Typical section of an exterior wall with brick cladding (1 level)
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Figure 4. Typical section of an exterior wall with brick cladding (2 levels)

Figure 5. Typical section of an exterior wall with vinyl or wood cladding (1 level)
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Figure 6. Typical section of an exterior wall with vinyl or wood cladding (2 levels)
These designs comply with the applicable provisions according to Chapter 6 (Wall
Construction) of the IRC, specifically the provisions of Section R602 (Wood Wall
Framing) and section R604 (Wood Structural Panels) of the aforementioned chapter.
The outer cladding of these perimeter walls must provide protection and resistance
against water (section R703.1.1) and against wind (section R703.1.2) as indicated in the
IRC. The materials of the internal finish shall conform to the requirements of section
R302.9 on flame propagation and smoke development. The interior walls are designed
with similar criteria, according to each case, without the provisions of an exterior
cladding.
For the construction and installation plans of the interior and exterior cladding or
finishes indicated in these architectural plans, builders must comply with the provisions
of Table R702.1, Table R702.1, Table R702.1 and Table R702.3.5 IRC.
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Homes, structures, and parts of wooden houses should be built to safely support all
loads, including dead loads, live loads, roof loads, flood loads, snow loads, wind loads
and seismic loads as prescribed by the International Residential Code. Therefore, it is
necessary that these buildings be constructed in accordance with the accepted
engineering practice.
1.2 Foundations for a wooden residence
Foundation is the set of structural elements of a building whose mission is to transmit its
loads or elements supported on it to the ground, distributing them so that they do not
exceed their admissible pressure.
The choice of the type of foundation depends especially on the mechanical
characteristics of the terrain and on the magnitude of the existing loads. From all this
data, the bearing capacity is calculated, which, together with the homogeneity of the
land, suggests using a different type of foundation. Whenever possible, for residential
wooden houses that cause little load, "Slab" type of foundation is used as they are the
least expensive and simplest type of foundation to execute. When, due to problems with
bearing capacity or homogeneity, it is not possible to use surface foundations, other
types of foundations should be assessed. In any case, the selection and construction of
the appropriate foundation must be done as required in Chapter 4 of the IRC
(Foundations).
Being architectural in nature, the VeneCAD Blueprint Set does not include specifications
on foundation construction or foundations that should be considered, calculated,
validated, selected and included in the construction plans.

1.3 Informational tables
The Floor Plan includes an informative chart on the doors and windows of the house.
Dimensions and installation instructions are supplied by each manufacturer. As
established in Chapter 6 of the IRC, exterior windows and doors must be able to
withstand the design wind loads specified in Table R301.2 (2) adjusted for height and
exposure in accordance with Table R301.2 (3) or determined in accordance with ASCE
7. These exterior windows and doors must be tested in accordance with Sections
R609.3 and R609.5. Table 2 shows an example of the table on characteristics and
dimensions of doors and windows in a Floor Plan.
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Table 2. Information table on doors and windows.
The information in this plan is completed with the information about the spaces that
make up the house and a legend box that indicates the different areas of the house as
shown as an example in Tables 3 and 4.

Table 3 one level housing areas
Table 4 two level housing areas
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Living Area: area of the house that covers air conditioning and heating.
Covered Porch and Covered Patio: porch area that is located in the front of the
house. The yard is the outside area that is in the back.
Overall Area: It is the entire total area of the house, including the porch, patio and
garage.

2. Roof Plan
In design, the ceiling is known to the interior surface, horizontal or inclined, above
the upper limits of the walls of a room. Depending on the purpose and type of housing,
the roof can be designed and constructed in various ways and with a variety of
materials according to government regulations. The Roof Plan shows the design of the
roof of the house, seen from above, with continuous lines that separate the different
slopes and dotted lines that indicate the perimeter walls of the house. The scale and
orientation are also indicated (see example in fig. 6).

Figure 6. Example of the configuration of a Roof Plan
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Figure 7. Roof tilt expressed in degrees
Chapter 9 of the IRC addresses the design and construction of roof assemblies that
includes the roof covering, thermal barrier, insulation, steam retarder and roof drainage.
This regulation is used as a reference in the design of VeneCAD plans.

3. Elevations Plan
The four views of the building are captured in this plane: Frontal, Rear and lateral. In
addition, the dimensions of the walls, windows, doors, height and angle of the ceilings
should be indicated, as well as the scale of each view as exemplified in fig. 8.
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Figure 8. Facades
To draw the elevations, the “Floor Plan” and the “Roof Plan” of the building are
taken as a guide, to ensure compliance with the technical regulations of the IRC taken
as the basis for the design of these plans and that there is concordance in the location;
as well as with the measurements of the doors, windows, roof, pillars and other
elements that make up the house.
In the Plan of facades by VeneCAD, the standard measures for the frames of the
windows and doors is 2’’ thick. Likewise, single windows and doors must measure 3’
wide and double 6’; while the height of the doors must be 8’ and the windows 4’.
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This VeneCAD standard for windows and doors can be adjusted according to the
specifications of the customer's requirements.

4. ELECTRICAL PLAN
The Electrical Plan consists of an architectural sketch of the electrical installations of
the house. This plan serves as a reference for the electrical specifications of the
construction (see example in Fig. 10).

Figure 10. Example of Electrical Installations Plan
The construction and/or electrical installation must be done in accordance with the
provisions of chapters 34 to 43 of the IRC. Chapters 34 to 43 of the IRC cover the
installation of electrical systems, equipment and components (indoor and outdoor) that
are within the scope of this code, including electrical services, power distribution
systems, accessories, appliances, devices and accessories. The scope of this code will
be limited to 120/240 volts, 0 to 400 amps and single-phase systems. These chapters of
the IRC specifically cover the equipment, accessories, appliances, wiring methods and
materials that are most commonly used in the construction or remodeling of one and
two-family homes regulated by the IRC.
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5. PLUMBING LOCATION PLAN
In the Floor Plan, all sanitary and plumbing installations are indicated architecturally.
The VeneCAD Blueprint Set includes the Location Map of plumbing installations which
is a bounded and referenced drawing with the main distances required for the initial
stages of construction. In construction, the accessories are required to be of the
appropriate type, approved for the intended purpose and properly installed to promote
usability and safe sanitary conditions. To achieve this objective, the construction
process must be guided by the provisions of the IRC, mainly in chapters 26, 37 and 30.
Chapter 26 of the IRC contains the safety requirements for the installation of plumbing
systems and includes regulations for the identification of pipes, pipe fittings, traps,
materials and devices used in plumbing installations. Similarly, Chapter 27 requires that
the accessories be of the appropriate type, approved for the intended purpose and
properly installed to promote usability and safe sanitary conditions. This chapter
regulates the quality of accessories and faucets by requiring that these items comply
with nationally recognized standards because the accessories must be installed
correctly so that they can be used by the occupants.
Regarding sanitary drainage, the purpose of Chapter 30 is to regulate the materials,
design and installation of sanitary drainage pipe systems, as well as the connections
made to the system. The intention is to design and install sanitary drainage systems
that work reliably, neither smaller nor larger and are constructed of materials,
accessories and connections whose quality is regulated by this section. This chapter
discusses the proper use of accessories to direct the flow into the sanitary drainage
pipe system. Materials and supplies necessary for service of the drainage system is
also included in this chapter. The location of plumbing installations should also respond
to the accessibility and mobility requirements for disabled people indicated by the ADA.
In fig. 11 a zoom of a plumbing location plane is presented.

Figure 11. Part of a Plumbing Location Plan
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6. FORM BOARD PLAN
This is a plan that indicates and limits the perimeter length at the beginning of
construction, which also includes information on plumbing and electrical installations
(see example in fig. 12).

Figure 12. Form Board Plan
In practice, this plan, together with the location map of the plumbing installations, is
initially taken as a reference to frame the perimeter of the house with the formwork that
will contain the emptying of the concrete for the “Slab” that will serve as a surface
foundation.
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7. SITE PLAN
This is the plan that indicates the relative location of the house. The floor plan is
located within the lot of land assigned and indicates the address (street, city, county,
state or any other reference) of the site where the residential home will be built or
remodeled.

Figure 13. Site Plan
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FORMATS
With the Architectural Plans the PDF formats are assembled in print sizes C (24 "x 18")
or size D (24 "x 36") that are delivered as a product to the customer.
PDF FORMATS: Format CS: Cover Plan, Format A1: Floor Plan (1st level), Format A2:
Floor Plan (2nd level), Format A3: Elevations and Roof Plans, Format A4: Electrical
Plan, Format A5:Plumbing Location Plan, Format A6: Form Board Plan, Format A7:
Site Plan (see attachments)
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Attachments
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Attached 1. FORMAT CS (Cover Sheet)
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Attached 2. FORMAT A1 (Floor Plan – 1ST Level)
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Attached 3. FORMAT A2 (Floor Plan – 2ND Level)
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Attached 4. FORMAT A3 (Elevation and Roof Plan)
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Attached 5. FORMAT A4 (Electrical Plan)
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Attached 6. FORMAT A5 (Plumbing Location Plan)
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Attached 7. FORMAT A6 (Form Board)
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Attached 8. FORMAT A7 (Site Plan)
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